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What is the goal of transportation planning? We don’t often stop to think about this larger question.
Often we are motivated by improving specific performance measures that are accepted practice.
It turns out that many, if not most, of the widely accepted performance measures in transportation
planning practice are mobility based. That is, they are motivated by the goal of improving speeds
and/or reducing delay for vehicles. The problem with this ubiquitous mobility orientation of our field
is that the ultimate goal of transportation is not mobility buy accessibility. Following the derived
theory of transportation demand, success in transportation is not measured by travel speed but
rather by the ability to reach destinations. This concept is generally referred to as accessibility
and is not equivalent to the concern of equal access by disabled persons. In this presentation, Dr.
Merlin contrast the concepts of accessibility and mobility, review basic accessibility measures, and
then demonstrate how an accessibility-based analysis may yield diﬀerent recommendations than a
mobility-based analysis through a specific case study in the San Antonio region.
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